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Revolutionary

Dentistry

Dr. Eric Cadwell of PureCare Dental in Bend, Oregon

by greg biersack | photos by steve TAGUE

P

lanted in the high desert country of central Oregon, Dr. Eric
Cadwell’s practice offers something truly unique: dental
membership. By offering an alternative to dental insurance,
Dr. Cadwell and his staff at PureCare Dental provide an avenue for
Bend residents to achieve dental health. Recently, I interviewed
Dr. Cadwell to discover more about his distinctive program and
how it facilitates practice success and sustainability.

How did you choose dentistry as your profession?
I’ve always loved to work with my hands, including restoring old cars with my dad and
brother, so it was a natural option. My dad practiced dentistry in the Tri-Cities in southeastern
Washington where my mom was a hygienist, and my brother is a dentist. Growing up, I
never considered dentistry. Following the completion of my MBA, I ran a start-up software
company for a couple of years. After sitting at a desk or on an airplane a lot of the time, I
realized I like the hands-on aspect of dentistry and returned to school. Dentistry is a good fit
because I run it as a small business, but I still help people and work with my hands.
How did your experience with your software company
shape how you run the practice?
It clarified my philosophy on employees and staff and the importance of having a great
team. This means that everybody on the team has the right attitude and shares in your
vision. Jim Collins said it best in his book Good To Great—you need to get “the right people
on the bus, the wrong people off the bus, and the right people in the right seats.” I tell
everyone I hire I’m committed to creating an awesome work environment where people
can shine. Our team is the number one thing that keeps our practice successful. I almost
feel like once I set it up, I’m just along for the ride. Did I mention that our team is awesome?
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Dr. Eric Cadwell, Briana Cadwell and Liz Sitzman.

Describe your experience opening a new practice.
In short, a lot of work and a lot of stress. In 2010, I opened a scratchstart practice in one of the hardest-hit towns in the Northwest.
When I started, unemployment in Bend was around 16%. How
we succeeded in that economic climate is a testament to offering
something people want and creating an experience far beyond their
expectations.. Several dentists in the dental society told me I was
crazy. Some of them have also told me they respect what we’ve
done and it was a pretty gutsy thing to do. There certainly were
risks opening up a scratch practice, but we had done so much
preparation, I didn’t think it was a lot of undue risk. Even during a
recession, people need dental work.
I came to the dental field through another path and thought a lot
about how I wanted to treat people, changing the way dental care is
delivered and people’s expectations.
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Dr. Cadwell with a patient.

How do you define success for your practice?
My dad always taught me that if you take care of people, they take
care of you. We are in a two-way relationship with our patients.
They are the ones that help this practice grow so we show our
appreciation throughout the year. We show patients from beginning
to end they are valued and appreciated. That focus is building
incredibly loyal customers.

has been to hire for attitude and train for excellence. If somebody
doesn’t have the skills we need, but has a great attitude and is a
hard worker, I will hire and train them. Having the right team is the
most critical component to creating the best patient experience,
from the time they walk in the door to when they leave the office.
Patients often see the dentist less than the other staff in the office so
the staff has to share that philosophy.

How is your team engaged in the practice’s success? What
is your philosophy for assembling your team, from hiring
practices to management?
We want to “wow” the patient and that is what our team does. The
benefit of being new is you can start the way you want, right from
the beginning. We have an awesome team here and that’s not an
accident. When I first started the software company, I assumed
everyone had the same work ethic I did. Since then, my philosophy

How did you get the staff to buy in? What are some things you
have done to engage the staff in your vision?
It was harder in the beginning because we didn’t have staff to reflect
that vision. We were lucky with hiring the right people at the beginning
and now, as we hire more staff, it becomes easier because those
people reinforce the values and the vision of the office.

Even with the right team, it’s a challenge to keep that ship on the
right course. We reinforce our philosophy daily during the morning
huddle by reading patient reviews from the previous day. Getting
reinforcement every day for making a difference keeps us focused
on the vision. We also invest a lot of time and resources in our staff.
We want them to feel valued and to know our philosophy thoroughly.
We encourage staff to investigate what they need to improve their
skills and then we pay for travel to do training.

What methods do you use to motivate your team?
We track everything–marketing response, new patients, and
referrals—and provide incentives to the staff if they meet
production or customer satisfaction goals. Goals are set in three
areas: daily, monthly, and “stretch” goals. Each department has its
own metrics that are tracked and rewarded. This gives everyone
different timelines to monitor, and they are responsible for tracking
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their own metrics. We give prizes and pay bonuses based on each
department’s metrics.
An example of a stretch goal that we finally met this month is a
production goal we set several years ago: each full-time staff
member gets a trip for two to Hawaii. The staff is fired up because
we didn’t just make it—we slaughtered it. When the staff comes back
from their trips, we’ll sit down, ask how they liked it, and set the next
stretch goal together.
If you just have the big stretch goal, it might take you several years
to accomplish. That’s not very motivating. It’s the same with a daily
reward. You have to have a balance of short- and long-term goals and
associate them with various rewards.

Explain the ways you and your staff deliver
a unique patient experience.
It starts at the door. I looked at office design and how to make people
feel more comfortable and at ease. I didn’t put in any confining walls,
so it feels more like a meeting place than a dental office. Customer
service is woven into everything we do—from the way we dress,
our office policies, and how we value our patients. For instance, to
accommodate our patients, we are open two nights a week until 7
p.m. and Saturdays by appointment. We also guarantee to seat them
within 10 minutes of their appointment time, or we will give them a
Starbucks gift card as a way of acknowledging we value their time.
The greatest compliment we receive is our patient’s referral so we give
people reasons to be part of the practice. It’s not uncommon to get 100
new patients a month. For referrals, we send a thank-you card and
include a couple of movie tickets. Last year, I gave away my 2008 Jeep
Grand Cherokee as the grand prize for referrals. This year, we have a
monthly referral contest where patients enter drawings for items like a
PlayStation 4 or flat screen TV. Patients who consistently refer others
become part of our VIP program which gives them other benefits,
including free birthday dinners and inclusion in other contests.

Tell me about the dental membership program. Why did you
create it? What is the benefit to your practice?
We looked at a completely unfilled need, especially in this part of
the country. Our membership model works really well for people
here–young families with kids, retirees, or people with tourism or
hospitality jobs that don’t provide insurance. It’s amazing the number
of people who come in using the dental membership plan who
haven’t been to the dentist in years. They thought they couldn’t go
anywhere if they didn’t have dental insurance, as if having dental
insurance was the key to getting care.
The medical insurance model just doesn’t fit with dentistry. It makes a
lot more sense to put the relationship back between the dentist and the
patient. If we provide services and keep our administrative costs down
through membership, we can offer better prices. We take insurance as
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Dr. Adam K. Veitschegger, Burkhart Account Manager Sherry Perrigan, Dr. Eric Cadwell
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Liz Sitzman and Dr. Cadwell with a patient.

well, but my relationship with my patients who have memberships
really works well because it’s just between me and them.
The plan is $19.50 per month for regular adult membership, with
a lower price for children and another tier for perio maintenance
patients. Members receive all of their preventive and diagnostic
care, as well as a 15% discount off regular fees, with some cosmetic
work discounted 20%. Since patients now return on a more routine
basis, I treatment plan more work, offer conservative treatment
when it’s still early, and have more chances to reinforce treatment.

What are the challenges you faced starting
the membership program?
The first hurdle was creating a more comprehensive, consistent
program than memberships offered elsewhere in the country. My
brother and I also invested a lot of time with lawyers, and then
ran our plan by the insurance commissioners’ offices in both
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Washington and Oregon to ensure the program’s strength. Six
years ago, we implemented the prototype in my brother’s practice,
followed by my practice three years ago. Since then, we’ve been
developing custom software to manage the membership program
for us to reduce the administrative costs even further. At this point,
getting the software up and running smoothly has proven to be the
most difficult challenge.
The second piece was shifting perception. Some patients think
that membership is insurance, but it’s not. Initially it was more of a
problem, but now we have more than 1000 people on membership
in our office alone. We then added corporate membership for local
companies to provide coverage for their employees. Membership
is about half our business now and continues to grow steadily..
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Comfortable Imaging = Happy Patients

When it comes to growth, membership is the key. I can see twice the
patients with half the billing staff. I keep the process more efficient
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Go Paperless, Mobile, Seamless at Every Point of Patient Care

Front Row (left to right): Haley Anderson (Patient Care Coordinator), Liz Sitzman (Dental Assistant), Nicole Olts (Dental Hygienist). Middle Row: Ashley Burrell
(Lead Dental Assistant), Jodi Jagow-Smith (Dental Assistant), Ashley Schneider (Dental Hygienist). Back Row: Sherry Perrigan (Burkhart Account Manager), Brianna Cadwell
(Operations Manager), Eric Cadwell (Owner, Dentist), Adam Veitschegger (Dentist), Stephanie McDermott (Office Manager), Calliope Fleming (Lead Dental Hygienist).

and still offer a better price. Because I feel so passionate this is
the best direction for dentistry, my goal is to eventually license the
support software for the membership program and make it available
to other dentists.

I wouldn’t discourage anyone from opening a start-up dental practice,
but if you don’t have the business background, that’s going to make
it more difficult. I would find mentors from which to learn, earn some
income while still living like a student, then go out and do it!

What suggestions would you give to someone contemplating
a start-up practice?
Find someone who runs an ethical and financially sound practice
and work for them. This gives you a chance to start paying
down debt while learning the business. Practice management is
something not taught at all in dental school, and it’s such a huge
part of what it takes to run a dental practice well. Even if you can’t
work for the person, meet with them routinely. Contact the Burkhart
rep in your area if interest to do a ride-along and network with other
dentists. While still in school, figure out where you want to live and
what would be a good fit patient-wise, then travel and attend the
local dental society meetings. In my second year of dental school, I
came to Bend every quarter and attended dental society meetings
to meet other dentists.

For the typical dentist that doesn’t have your background,
what advice would you give them to succeed?
A great mentor in dental school told me any town can always use
a great dentist who takes good care of people. There may be a
few patients who switch dentists periodically, but nearly half the
population has no dentist at all. If you provide an exceptional patient
experience, you’ve improved the community.
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REALTIME DATA CAPTURE
Your dental practice and patients
depend on it.
Patient data, x-rays, images, insurance
information, clinical narratives and more
must be accurate, accessible – up to date.
XLDent is the paperless, mobile, time-saving
solution you can use to achieve a seamless
workflow at every point of patient care.
In the process, you greatly enhance
your return on investment, service
levels, patient satisfaction and
case acceptance.
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